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Abstract— By investigating the possibility of plant species
classification based on independent component analysis
(ICA) for hyperspectral data with minor difference, the
framework of a general plant species classification model
that consists of ICA based data reduction, classifier training
and verification is proposed in this paper. Five different
types of discriminant analysis classifiers including Linear,
Quadratic, DiagLinear, DiagQuatic and Mahalanobis, with
data reduction that based on principal components analysis
(PCA) and ICA, are implemented and compared. Accuracy
assessment of classification for real leaf hyperspectral data
is demonstrated, indicating that data reduction based on
ICA performs better than that of PCA. Moreover, the
proposed classification model with ICA based data reduction
and Quadratic Discriminant Analysis works best, and its
accuracy is about 98.35% with dimension 25 reduced from
2500.

Index Terms— independent component analysis, data reduc-
tion, principal component analysis, supervision classification,
hyperspectral data analysis

I. I NTRODUCTION

H YPERSPECTRAL sensors collect contiguous data
across a large swath of the electromagnetic (EM)

spectrum, which enables the identification of objects of
interest, since diverse materials reflect individual wave-
lengths of the spectrum differently. Hyperspectral imagery
has become one of the most advanced techniques that
used to collect large scale data without any physical or
intimate contact with the object. It is very useful for its
high spectral resolution provides more diagnostic power
in detecting, classifying, and quantifying materials as is
applied in resources survey, environment monitor, natural
observing, etc [1].

As an important research job in recent decades, plant
species classification based on leaf has been carried out
by botanists, plant specialist and many scholars [2]. It
is shown in many studies that the leaf external shape,
color and skeleton can provide rich information for clas-
sification, and results in various computer-aided plant
classification systems [2], [3].

However, there is little literature touching upon the
identification of plant species that based on hyperspectral

data, since hyperspectral data has some special character-
istics, such as hundreds of spectral bands, high spectral
resolution (nanometer resolution), high redundancy, etc.
The development of a quick and efficient plant species
classification method for hyperspectral data is a tough
challenge.

In this paper, the possibility of classifying plant species
with minor difference and high accuracy for hyperspectral
data is investigated, and a general classification frame-
work is proposed and verified, which includes a dimen-
sional reduction strategy based on ICA and Quadratic Dis-
criminant Analysis (QDA). For comparing data reduction
methods that based on PCA and ICA, the performances
of five different types of Discriminant analysis classifiers,
including Linear, Quadratic, DiagLinear, DiagQuatic and
Mahalanobis are implemented and evaluated. By assess-
ing the classification accuracy for real hyperspectral data
of leaf, the proposed classification method based on ICA
and QDA shows the best performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
II, we describe the related works about classification for
hyperspetral data. In section III, we propose our clas-
sification framework based on independent component
analysis. Experiments and performance are analyzed in
section IV. Conclusions and future work are presented in
section V.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Independent component analysis

Independent component analysis is a general-purpose
statistical model that has been used in many applications
[4]–[7], such as blind source separating, bioinformatics,
Machinery Fault Diagnosis [8] and Features Extraction
[9], [10]. FastICA [4] and Informax [5] has become the
most popular algorithms for calculating the independent
components. However, these optimization processes can
lead to varying results depending on starting points.
In fact, most algorithms obtain different results when
running multiple times. One reason lies in that most
algorithms only find a local minimum of the objective
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function for this optimization problem. ICASSO [6] and
RAICAR [7] are frameworks which allow for selecting
ICs appearing repeatedly during different runs of the ICA
method. ICASSO selects an estimation from a single
ICA repetition that corresponds to a cluster center when
estimations from all repetitions are pooled and clustered.
Alternatively, RAICAR use the average estimations in a
cluster.

B. Dimensionality reduction

In hyperspectral image analysis, the principal com-
ponents analysis (PCA), the maximum noise fraction
(MNF) and independent component analysis (ICA) are
most commonly used techniques for dimensionality re-
duction (DR), referred to as PCA-DR, MNF-DR and ICA-
DR, respectively [11], [12]. The criteria used by PCA-
DR and MNF-DR are data variance and signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) which are designed to measure data second-
order statistics, while ICA uses higher order statistics and
leads to independent components, with a much stronger
statistical assumption. Based on unsupervised analysis of
hyperspectral images, ICA can reveal more interesting
features than that of PCA and MNF for usually non
gaussian hyperspectral data sets [12].

C. Classification of hyperspectral data

In recent years, some important works are devoted to
hyperspectral image classification [13]. Combining with
machine learning techniques, several feature selection
and extraction methods have been successfully used in
supervised classification for hyperspectral image data,
including support vector machines (SVMs) [14], [15] and
multinomial logistic regression (MLR)-based classifiers
[16].

Taking advantage of multiple classifiers, the spatial and
spectral information simultaneously, multiple-classifier
approach is proposed for hyperspectral image classifi-
cation accurately [17]. Generalized composite kernel is
developed for hyperspectral image classification without
any weight parameters, which exhibits great flexibility
when combining with the spatial and spectral information
that contained in the hyperspectral data [13]. With spa-
tialcontextual information, the combination of subspace
projection method with multinomial logistic regression
algorithm represents an innovative contribution in the
literature [16].

Contextual support vector machine (SVM), is devel-
oped at jointly exploiting both local spectral and spa-
tial information in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space
(RKHS). Within a confined local region, the correspond-
ing local hyperspectral pixels can be uniquely represented
by collectively embedding a set of spectral signatures into
a single point in RKHS [14]. Considering the influence
of distribution bias between source and target domains
in hyperspectral classification, pairwise binary classifiers
that based on domain transfer multiple-kernel learning
are used to minimize the maximum mean discrepancy

criterion and the structural risk functional of SVMs si-
multaneously [15].

A recent study relevant to the issue of using field re-
luctance spectra for crop classification is reported in [18],
in which the spectral feature fitting and spectral angle
mapping methods are examined for a historical airbone
hyperspectral images. Different classification methods for
detecting infected trees in citrus groves are implemented
and compared in [19]. More stable and balanced per-
formance is observed in simpler classification methods,
such as minimum distance and Mahalanobis distance.
Literature survey reveals that there is a paucity of studies
in classifying the plant species for hyperspectral data of
leaf.

III. C LASSIFICATION BASED ON INDEPENDENT

COMPONENT ANALYSIS

In this section, we first present the main framework of
our classification method based on ICA, which consists
two strategies: data reduction and classifier training.

A. System framework

The system framework of classification based on ICA
is shown in Fig. 1. First, the training data is preprocessed
to be with zero mean and whitened, then put into ICA
to generate hyperspectral features. Second, the obtained
hyperspectral features are used to reduce the dimension of
the training data. Third, Supervised classifier is trained by
the reduced training data through quadratic discriminant
analysis. Finally, testing data is preprocessed to be with
zero mean and whitened, then reduced by the hyperspec-
tral features and classified by the newly trained supervised
classifier.

hyperspectral data

ICA

hyperspectral

feature

supervised classifier

testing data

training data

reduced data

reduced data training

reducing 

reducing 

decisions

testing

Figure 1. System framework of ICA based classification.

B. Data preprocessing

Given a hyperspectral dataset of leaf that represented
by a N × L data matrixX . It is modelled as a random
vector X = (X1, X2, ..., Xt, ...XN ), whereXt denotes
a random variable representing one hyperspectral sample
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data with L bands at the sample point t, and N is the
number of sample points. Centring X by removing the
mean of each row, and then whiten the obtained X to yield
X̃ = V · X . In particular,V = D−1/2BT , whereB =
{b1, b2, ..., bM}, {bi}Mi=1 are M eigenvectors of covariance
matrix CX = E[XXT ], andD = diag(d1, d2, ..., dM ) is
a diagonal matrix formed by the M eigenvalues ofCX .

C. Data Reduction Based on ICA

The classical noise-free ICA approach models the pre-
processed hyperspectral data as

X = A ∗ S (1)

where A is an unknown mixing coefficient matrix of
size (M × R), and S = (S1, S2, ...SR)

T denotes N
independent components with each IC,Si, (i = 1, ..., R),
corresponding to a hyperspectral feature. Typically, R is
smaller than M. These ICs can be estimated by optimizing
their independence, such as minimizing their mutual in-
formation or maximizing their non-Gaussianity measured
by negentropy or kurtosis.

Particularly, the Infomax algorithm is a common
method for estimating independent components. Infomax
is based on a neural network with three columns of
neurons, each representing: (1) the original data (X); (2)
the registered data (r); (3) the approximated independent
data (Y ). Each column of neurons combines linearly by
matricesA and W . The principle of this algorithm is
maximizing the mutual information, which outputsY of
a neural network processor that containing its inputX . It
is defined as

I(Y,X) = H(Y )−H(Y |X), (2)

whereH(Y ) is the entropy of outputY . H(Y |X) is the
entropy of the output that does not come from the input. In
fact,H(Y ) is the differential entropy ofY with respect to
some references, such as noise level or accuracy for the
discretization of variables inX and Y . Thus, only the
gradient of information-theoretic quantities with respect
to certain parameterw is considered [5]. Eq.(3) can be
differentiated with respect tow as:

∂

∂w
I(Y,X) =

∂

∂w
H(Y ), (3)

becauseH(X |Y ) does not depend onw.
Using the natural (or relative) gradient method, the

following iteration of the gradient method is developed
to estimate theW matrix:

W (t+ 1) = W (t) + η(t)(I − f(Y )Y T )W (t) (4)

where t represents a given approximation step,η(t) a
general function that specifies the size of steps for un-
mixing matrix updates (usually an exponential function
or a constant),f(Y ) a nonlinear function that usually
chosen according to the type of distribution (super or sub-
Gaussian),I the identity matrix of dimensionsM ×M .
In the case of super-Gaussian distributions, it is usually
set to:

f(Y ) = tanh(Y ) (5)

and for sub-Gaussian distributions:

f(Y ) = Y − tanh(Y ) (6)

The infomax algorithm for this ICA is summarized as
algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Infomax algorithm for ICA

1: Initialize W (0) (e.g. random)
2: W (t+ 1) = W (t) + η(t)(I − f(Y )Y T )W (t)
3: te = ‖W (t+ 1)−W (t)‖
4: if (te > 1.0e× 10−5 then
5: go to step 2
6: else
7: Stop and output.
8: end if

When hyperspectral featuresS = (S1, S2, ...SR)
T are

obtained, the dimension of hyperspectral data can be
reduced to

Ar = X ∗ [S1, S2, ...Sm]T (7)

wherem, (m < R) is the target dimension.

D. Quadratic Discriminant Analysis Classifier Training

There are many methods that can be used to train
a classifier, such as linear discriminant analysis (LDA),
quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA), diagonal linear
discriminant analysis (DiagLDA), diagonal quadratic dis-
criminant analysis (DiagQDA) and Mahalanobis distance
based analysis. We have compared these methods, as
shown in experiments 1 and 2 in section V, and found
that QDA classifier shows the best performance. So, we
focus on the details of QDA classifier.

QDA classifier is a kind of Bayes classifier, whose
principle is to calculate the posterior probability for a
given object from its prior probability via Bayes formula,
and then place the object in the class with the largest
posterior probability.

QDA assumes that every density within each class is
a Gaussian distribution, and the covariance matrixΣk

can be estimated separately for each classCk, (k =
1, 2, ..., K). QDA uses the following quadratic discrim-
inant function forms

δk(x) = −
1

2
log |Σk|−

1

2
(x−µk)

TΣ−1
k (x−µk)+ logπk

(8)
where

µk =
1

|Ck|
Σ

|Ck|
i=1 xi, xi ∈ Ck

Σk =
1

|Ck|
Σ

|Ck|
i=1 (xi − µk)(xi − µk)

T , xi ∈ Ck

πk =
|Ck|

ΣK
i=1|Ck|

.
The classification rule of QDA is

Ĝ(x) = argmax
k

δk(x) (9)
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E. Testing and Application of QDA classifier

First, the testing or application dataset of leaf will
be preprocessed to be with zero mean and whitened, as
mentioned in the Data preprocessing subsection. Then
dimension of the preprocessed data will be reduced using
Eq.(7). Finally, the reduced data will be classified by the
newly trained supervised classifier according to Eq.(9).

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Leaf collection and spectral measurements

The City of Linan is selected as the sample. It is a
typical city in the south of Zhejiang Province in China.
In this analysis, a total of 66 broadleaf species are selected
to test the capability of discriminating different plant
species based on hyperspectral data. Leaves at different
ages in the same tree may exhibit distinctive spectral
characteristics. Considering spectral variation, five mature
leaf samples are collected from each of the ten randomly
selected plants for every broadleaf species.

All leaves were collected in June 2012. They were
immediately sealed in plastic bags, kept in an ice chest,
and then transported to the laboratory for spectral mea-
surements. Leaf reflectance was measured with a Field
Spec Pro FR (Analytical Spectral Devices Inc., Boulder,
USA). The ASD instrument consists of three separate
spectrometers and covers a spectral range from 350 nm
to 2500 nm. The light source was a 100W halogen
reflectorized lamp. All spectra were measured at the nadir
direction of the radiometer with a 25 FOV. A standard
whiteboard was employed as the white reference and
measured per five minutes to convert leaf radiance to
spectral reflectance. Reflectance spectra of leaves, picked
randomly from the upper hemisphere of the leaf, were
collected by measuring spots of 10 mm diameter using a
plant probe. Spectral reflectance was originally measured
over the ranges from 350 to 1000 nm at 1.4 nm intervals
and 1000 to 2500 nm at 2.2 nm intervals. The entire spec-
tral range (350 to 2500 nm) was automatically resampled
to 1 nm resolution. A hyperspectral data of pillow leaf
is shown in Figure 2. The total 3300 hyperspectral data
samples of 66 plant leaves are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Hyperspectral data of pillow leaf.

B. Implementation of the proposed method

The ICA program

[weights, sphere, activations, bias, signs, lrates]

Figure 3. The total 3300 hyperspectral data samples of 66 plant leaves.

= runica(data,′ Key1′, V alue1′, ...)

written in MATLAB is used for ICA calculation (http :
//sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/allfunctions/runica.html)
in the proposed classification method based on ICA
(CBICA). The classifier training part in CBICA is
implemented by calling the function

[outclass, err, posterior, logp, coeffs]

= classify(sample, training, group, type, prior)

with the type parameter ’quadratic’ in the classification
toolbox of software MATLAB.

The accuracy of CBICA is evaluated in the similar way
as that used in ICASSO [6] and RAICAR [7]. That is,
the data reduction based on ICA will be repeated twenty
times with randomized initial values and results in twenty
ICA features. For each ICA feature, the QDA classifier
will be trained and evaluated. The classifier with the best
accuracy is recorded and compared with classifiers that
generated by other methods.

C. Comparison

The performances of the following five different types
of Discriminant analysis classifiers have been investigated
for the identification of plant leaves. 1) Linear: using
linear discriminant function to fit a multivariate normal
density to each group, with a pooled estimation of the
covariance matrix. 2) Quadratic: using quadratic discrim-
inant function to fit multivariate normal densities with
covariance estimates stratified by group. 3) DiagLinear:
using diagonal linear discriminant function is similar to
linear discriminant function but with but with a diago-
nal covariance matrix estimate. This diagonal covariance
matrix is estimated by taking only the diagonal of the es-
timated sample (pooled) covariance matrix, and ignoring
the rests. 4) DiagQuadratic: similar to quadratic discrimi-
nant function, excepting that the estimation of covariance
matrix is diagonal. 5)Mahalanobis: using Mahalanobis
distances with stratified covariance estimations. For all
of these classifiers, the underlying analysis is carried out
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based on the evaluation of discriminant functions. All
these classifiers are implemented by calling the function
classify() that mentioned above with the type parameter
’linear’, ’quadratic’,’diagLinear’, ’diagQuadratic’, or ’ma-
halanobis’ respectively. We have made two experiments
to test our method. In these two experiments, the total
hyperspectral broadleaf data is used as the testing data
set.
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Figure 4. Examples of hyperspectral features.

D. Experiment 1

In this experiment,70% of the total hyperspectral
broadleaf data is used as the training data set. Four
hyperspectral features are shown in Fig. 4. The perfor-
mance of the CBPCA is shown in figure 5. The Quadratic
discriminant function shows the best performance among
these five discriminant functions. The classification ac-
curacy increases with the dimension of the reduced data
dramatically, before reaching the best value87.245% with
the reduced data dimension 18. After that, the growth of
the dimension of the reduced data will not lead to the
increase of the classification accuracy.
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Figure 5. Performance of classification based on PCA.

The performance of CBICA is shown in figure 6.
The Quadratic discriminant function also shows the best

performance among the five discriminant functions. The
best classification accuracy is92.6036% with the reduced
data dimension 20. Only 11 dimensions are needed for
CBICA to reach the best accuracy (87.245%) of CBPCA.
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Figure 6. Performance of classification based on ICA.

E. Experiment 2

In this experiment, training data with different percent
of the total hyperspectral data are used to generate the
classifier with the range from10% to 90%. The perfor-
mances of CBPCA and CBICA are compared in Tab. I.
The first column is the percent of the training data to
the total data. The second column is the best accuracy
for CBPCA and the third column is the corresponding
dimension of the reduced data. The fourth column is the
best accuracy for CBICA and the fifth column is the
corresponding dimension of the reduced data. The sixth
column is the dimension of the reduced data with which
CBICA can reach the best accuracy of CBPCA. From
Tab. I, it is obvious that the performance of CBICA is
better than that of CBPCA with higher accuracy and less
dimension of reduced data. Large size of training dataset
is needed to generate accurate classifiers.

TABLE I.
PERFORMANCECOMPARISON OFCBICA AND CBPCA

PTD CBPCA n1 CBICA n2 n3
10% 63.31% 50 64.53% 22 21
20% 70.55% 52 72.06% 30 28
30% 78.47% 53 79.91% 35 31
40% 81.33% 53 83.07% 40 38
50% 83.89% 53 87.18% 45 42
60% 84.55% 54 89.48% 50 35
70% 87.25% 18 92.60% 20 11
80% 92.08% 23 94.84% 22 14
90% 96.94% 25 98.65% 25 15

V. CONCLUSIONS

Classification models of hyperspectral broadleaf data
are investigated in this paper. We propose data reduc-
tion method based on ICA and generate a classification
method which integrating quadratic discriminant analysis.
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By two experiments on real data, the proposed method
(CBICA) is fully compared with the corresponding one
which based on principal component analysis (CBPCA).
Results show that CBICA outperforms the others in terms
of accuracy and reduced data dimension. Moreover, we
find that large training dataset is needed to obtain high
accuracy of classification.

Future work includes considering more efficient clas-
sification method in the generation of classifier. For
instance, the performance of SVM and neural networks
will be investigated to generate more efficient classifiers
with less training data.
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